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Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

FC Teaneck U11 Possession

Description
A basic session to improve angles of support and keeping possession

10x15 yard grids
In 3's passing and receiving with iinside push pass.

Warm up (10 mins)

In 3's with the middle receiver receiving from both end players.
Receive and play back.
Receive and play back one touch,
Receive on the half turn.
Receive on the half turn at an angle.
Coaching points:
Look over the shoulder.
Visual communication. Eyes and hand.
Passer waits for Receiver to initiate action

Main theme (10 mins)

Set Up: 20x 15 yard Grid
Play 2v1 in each grid(as many grids as needed)
Coaching Points:
Pass and move out of defenders "shadow" to be available for
return pass.
Pass does not always need to be behind defender"Play in front of
defender to bring him in and create space behind him.
Play to feet or to space. "Decision making" Tactical.
Communication Visual "poin/check one direction and go the other
to receive ball. etc and verbal "now,/hold it/ give it/ etc.

Main theme 2 (20 mins)



A 5v3 Rondo with 3 free players on the outside, and a 1v3 on the
inside.
A point is scored for Blue if they successfully play into their Blue
teammate inside and he successfully plays back out
Progression must play out to a different player or by connecting 7
passes(may change depending on ability)
(change size of grid if needed to make it harder /easier.
Defending team can come out of red square to defend outside
players but if they win it they must get it back inside the red square
and play 5 passes to win a point.
Outside players or not allowed inside red square. Change inside
players regularly(start by using your midfielders)

4v0 3v1 (20 mins)

Play a regular game using formations that suit the team.
eg. 1:331 vs 1:2:3:2

SSG 6v6 (30 mins)
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